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ABSTRACT

Realistic traffic generation is a major issue nowadays. It allows to simulate an infinite
number of possible computer attack scenarios in order to train cybersecurity profes-
sionals in a realistic situation. However, this generation faces two major difficulties.
Firstly, the simulation of the internet, whose size and continuously changes (to name
these two points) are not factors that make the job any easier. Secondly, the modelling
of human behaviour to generate realistic traffic remains to date impossible to achieve
perfectly. This dissertation will first investigate the existing technologies in the field
of realistic and non-realistic traffic simulation. A traffic generation model will then be
presented and implemented. This model will draw parameters from different network
traces to build different files that can be used with the GHOSTS framework to simulate
realistic traffic. Finally, several results will be presented followed by a conclusion that
will highlight the different important elements to remember as well as the difficulties
encountered throughout the implementation this thesis.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

T
he advent of the Internet is certainly one of the greatest revolutions of the end of the
20th century. Today, it has become an essential pillar in the information society

we live in, connecting billions of people together and allowing the use of a multitude of
different applications and protocols that are used in almost every industry. From the
year of its invention by the ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) in 1981 until
today, the number of connected devices has never stopped growing, from 213 in 1981
[1] to over 4.9 billion [2] in 2021 (≈62% of the world’s population). This number keeps
increasing with a forecast of 5.6 billion in 2025 [3].

Unfortunately, the development and the massive use of the Internet has led to the
emergence of a new kind of threat, commonly known as the cyber threat. Given the
growing number of users, the attack space also increases drastically from year to year.
According to statista figures, the number of cyber attacks in 2019 exceeded 31.000 and
the number data breaches with confirmed data loss rose to almost 4.000 that year [4]
with an average cost of $4.35 million for each data breach [5]. In 2022 alone, the total
cost of cybercrime has been estimated at $8.4 trillion and forecasts show a steady in-
crease in these costs with an estimated cost of over $20 trillion by 2026 [6].

In addition to the financial cost, cyber attacks also damage the image and reputation
of companies and slow down their growth and operation. A recent case is the attack on
the Vivalia hospitals in Belgium. After realising that a virus had been introduced in
the system for some time, all consultations for the following day were cancelled and the
institution was operating without IT and therefore in slow motion. It took between four
and six months to get back to normal [7]. The Vivalia case is far from being the only
one, according to several sources, the healthcare sector is among the top five industries
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targeted by cyber attacks [8].

In the light of these large and growing statistics, it was time to find effective long-
term solutions to reduce the cyber threat. Training and preparation appear to be
effective solutions, but obviously a single computer is not enough to simulate attack
scenarios sometimes requiring several machines and several network devices. It is in
this perspective of creating a real ”virtual battlefield” that the Cyber Range was born.
The indicators below are a visualisation of some of the statistics found in [9], these
demonstrate the importance of training and preparation of security teams against the
growing cyber threat.

Figure 1.1: Statistics on (1) % of companies thinking their cybersecurity
applicants aren’t qualified (2) % of cybersecurity professionals claiming their
organization is impacted by the cybersecurity skills shortage (3) % of cyber

breaches caused by human error

1.1 Introduction to Cyber Ranges

Cyber ranges were first introduced to the military in response to the increase and vari-
ety of cyber threats. Over time, they have firstly become more and more sophisticated
with the arrival of new technologies and secondly, become more and more popular as
they develop in the military, academic, commercial or private sectors. Today there are
many of them, some are even classified as confidential as they can be used as a military
training area by some states or institutions. The Australian government survey [10]
investigates the term “Cyber Range” and highlights some of them according to the
area in which they are used.

There are many different but very similar definitions. Nevertheless, the one stated
by the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) seems to be the most
complete.

Cyber ranges are interactive, simulated representations of an organization’s local
network, system, tools, and applications that are connected to a simulated Internet
level environment. They provide a safe, legal environment to gain hands-on cy-
ber skills and a secure environment for product development and security posture
testing. [...] [11]

Definition
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As stated in the NIST definition, CRs have been designed to be used in 3 main areas
which are training, research and development and testing. However, the most popular
and widespread activity in Cyber Ranges is training [10] (although they can support
several activities, it is rare to see a CR set up only for use in one area).

We can define four types of CR which are simulation, overlay, emulation or hybrid. Each
of these types has its own advantages and disadvantages and are designed for different
use cases. The information below summarises what can be found on the subject in the
articles [12, 10], the website [13] and the book [14].

Simulation-based Cyber Ranges

The objective is to replicate real world components (IT infrastructure) using virtual-
isation. The models created are high-level abstractions and will therefore not behave
exactly like their real-world counterparts but will be very close. Software such as
VMWare or its free equivalent Virtualbox, allow these types of Cyber Ranges to be
set up relatively quickly. These virtualisation software packages offer tools that make
simulation easier, such as snapshots and the possibility to create and customise virtual
networks.

✓ Easy and fast to deploy

✓ Easy to add virtual components

✓ Highly scalable → Many VMs in a single device

✗ Lack of fidelity → High level abstraction of the real world devices

✗ Performance may be impacted depending on the host device

Emulation-based Cyber Ranges

The objective is to reproduce the behaviour of an IT infrastructure identically by know-
ing all the variables in advance (in contrast to the simulation which will extrapolate all
the unknown variables). In order to achieve optimal realism, the emulated infrastruc-
ture is mirrored in an existing physical network. Hence, many elements can be added
to extend the environment, such as DNS and/or log services. As with simulation,
virtualisation is widely used in this type of CR.

✓ High realism and fidelity

✓ The same CR can be used for many different purposes and experimentation

✗ Can be very expensive for small organisations

✗ Need to set up and maintain dedicated devices and network resources

✗ Require software to configure the CR for each experiment
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Overlay-based Cyber Ranges

The objective is to replicate an IT infrastructure as much as possible by being located
on top of it. The only difference is that the Cyber Range does not receive real-time
traffic. It is often used to add functionality to an existing service (e.g. the inclusion of
the internet on top of the telephone service).

✓ High fidelity → True copy of the real infrastructure

✓ Cost advantage → No need for laboratories or dedicated testing facilities

✗ No formal testing → No repeatable tests and no control on the underlaying in-
frastructure

✗ Tests can cause disruptions to the underlaying infrastructure

Hybrid-based Cyber Ranges

As the name suggests, the objective is to take the best in each of the above categories.

✓ Flexibility to choose what you want and how to use it

✗ Difficult to integrate all the elements of the previous categories together

✗ Hard to deploy and maintain

1.2 The Royal Military Academy Cyber Range

The RMA Cyber Range (part of the RMA Cyber Defense Lab) is a simulation-based
open source CR. This is the infrastructure that will be used in this thesis. All the code
is available on GitLab and a rich documentation is available on the website. It has
been designed for research and training in the academic and military sectors [15]. It
consists of 3 essential elements which are a remote desktop gateway, an orchestrator
and a hypervisor. The figure below comes from the survey [16] and represents the
architecture of the Cyber Range. For ease of use, all CR VMs are accessible from a
web interface.

An orchestrator allows the automatic configuration, management and coordination
of computer systems, applications and devices [17]. In this case it is the main
component and serves several tasks.

• Provision the VMs (deploy images, customize the hardware and OS of each
VM, install and configure additional software → IDS, traffic generator, vul-
nerable web server,...).

• Configure the different virtual networks.

Information
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• Create the required user account in the remote desktop gateway → the
trainee can access their VM.

A hypervisor is a software that allows you to create and run virtual machines
while isolating the OSs and resources on the host computer [18]. In this case, the
hypervisor is responsible for running the VMs and networks.

Information

A Remote desktop gateway is a software that allows a user to connect to internal
network resources from outside a corporate firewall [19]. In this case, it is used to
allow users to access the Cyber Range and use VMs.

Information

Figure 1.2: The RMA Cyber Range architecture

This CR was set up to improve Cyber Defense Situation Awareness (more information
in [20]) which is one part of Endsley’s decision making model (see figure 1.4). The
scenarios used in this CR will therefore improve the perception - L1 (ability to spot
relevant elements in cyberspace), the comprehension - L2 (ability to understand what
is happening based on the elements identified) and finally the projection - L3 (ability
to predict what the elements identified will have as an impact) of the participants.

Figure 1.3: Endsley’s decision making model

With good situational awareness training, they are able to make good decisions and
act in the right way.
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1.3 Introduction to traffic generator

The perfect cyber range must simulate different environments, all of which should be as
close to reality as possible. In this way, during a training session, trainees are immersed
directly in the heart of the situation and develop reflexes, methods and new reasoning
to react quickly to any types of events during a potential real attack.

If a CR has no background traffic. In this case the attacks will be directly
detected because only the packets generated by the Red Team or by other people
charged with the responsibility of being the “attackers” will circulate in the virtual
network of the CR.

Limitation

If a CR has always the same (with a few variations) background traffic. In
this case the exercises may be useful for the first few times but soon the trainees
will start to understand the logic behind and the different patterns that the non-
creative and non-random traffic generator generates. From that moment on, the
training will be useless because the trainees will ignore the background traffic they
know and see the suspicious packets directly (we come closer to the case where
there is no traffic generator).

Limitation

A good traffic generator (in the context of exercises in CRs) should generate background
traffic similar to random internet traffic as a result of every day web activities. A tool
like this is called a higher fidelity traffic simulator and it differs from a traffic generator
in several ways.

Traffic generators simulate many devices on a network and the communication
they would produce [...]. There are also higher fidelity traffic generators that,
instead of simulating traffic, emulate user behaviour to generate real traffic from
real applications. Emulated users are useful both for applied experiments and
fundamental experiments to provide background noise for attackers and defenders.
[21]

Definition

The main difference is that a traffic generator will simulate traffic whose content does
not matter, the purpose being for example to test the maximum bandwidth of a link.
In contrast, a higher fidelity traffic generator will emulate users in order to generate
traffic as similar as possible to that generated by real users on the internet. The goal
is for example to be used in a CR to train to spot attacks among traffic similar to the
real world.
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1.3.1 The Internet simulation problem

Although this tool is indispensable for the realism of the scenarios used in the cyber
ranges, it remains a huge challenge today. [22] and [23] describe three reasons for this.
The points below are mostly taken from these articles.

• Internet is a immense moving target → IP (Internet Protocol) architecture allows
vastly different networks administered by vastly different policies to seamlessly
interoperate. The more the internet interconnects small sub-networks, the more
difficult it is to know its global behaviour.

• Internet is huge (↗ heterogeneity) → The more devices are connected, the more
difficult it is to model all the different behaviours and protocols that can be found.

• The human behaviour is evolving → The functioning of the Internet depends
directly on the behaviour of its users. It is constantly changing according to
elements that cannot be emulated (e.g. the mood or desire of users) → difficult
to emulate users behaviour on the internet over a long period of time.

Fortunately, in the case of traffic generation in a Cyber Range, not all the problems of
simulating the Internet need to be addressed. Indeed, the problem is not to simulate the
whole internet, but only a small part of it, which consists of the incoming and outgoing
web traffic from a certain predefined infrastructure. Therefore, the first two problems
do not arise. Nevertheless, there remains the difficulty posed by the last problem which
is that human behaviour evolves very quickly and constantly. However, there are tools
and methods to get around this problem and still generate human-like traffic.

1.4 Objective of the Master Thesis

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a web traffic generation model, also called
a “traffic generator”. This one will consist of two parts that work together to generate
traffic in the most realistic way possible. The following figure shows the complete
architecture of the model.

Figure 1.4: Internet traffic generation model architecture

The first part of the development called “Information extraction” consists in creating
a python program that will extract in a JSON file (Web traffic characteristics file) the
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main characteristics of one or several packet capture files. These characteristics will be
discussed in chapter 2.

The second part of the development called “Information spreading” will also consist of
building a python program with the difference that this one will distribute the infor-
mation contained in the Web traffic characteristics file in one or more timeframe files.
These are part of the GHOSTS framework (see section 2.3)

The goal of this work is therefore twofold. Firstly, a script must be designed to automate
the extraction of relevant data on user behaviour on the Internet in pcap files. And
secondly, timeline.json files usable in the GHOSTS framework must be generated
automatically according to the extracted relevant information.
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CHAPTER

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

B
efore starting the design of the model, it is important to highlight some theoretical
points on the subject that can be very useful. The aim of this chapter is to carry

out a research study in order to firstly understand what has already been done in this
field in the past. And secondly, to discover and study different parameters and methods
that will be useful when designing the model in chapter 3 of this thesis.

Three important parts will be developed in this chapter. The first part will highlight
different traffic generation technologies. The second section of this chapter will discuss
the important characteristics of web traffic, which will be important when designing the
first part of the model (Information extraction). Finally, the last section will present
and detail the GHOSTS Framework which is the main component of the second part
of the model (Information spreading).

2.1 Traffic generator technologies

There are many different traffic generators and technologies used to generate internet
traffic, it’s a developed area with different solutions offered by different companies or
by different academic institutions. With a simple internet search you can already find
sites, for example [24, 25, 26, 27], making rankings or lists of different traffic generators.
The IEEE search engine can also serve as a proof of popularity for this technology with
1549 different articles published between 2000 and 2022 dealing with traffic generators.

As introduced in the first chapter, these traffics generators can be classified into two
categories (see section 1.3). Firstly, traffic generators and secondly, high fidelity traffic
generators. The difference between these two categories is not strictly marked in the
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literature. However, this technology is called “traffic generator” to recall its primary
function which is to generate traffic (realistic or not).

The following sub-sections will explore the technology in its entirety (without distin-
guishing between the two categories of traffic generators mentioned in the previous
paragraph). As stated in the first paragraph, this is a fairly broad area. For conve-
nience, the different categories of realism established in a study made by Vincent H.
Berk, Ian Gregorio-de Souza and John P. Murphy [28] will be used. Existing examples
of technology will then be cited and explained in each type of realism. Finally, a sum-
mary table will be presented, which will contain all the examples mentioned as well as
their category of realism in addition to whether or not they are usable in a cyber range.

Since traffic generators are tools acting in the networking area, the OSI Model is very
useful to visualise their operating layers. In addition, There is a logical link between the
layer of application of the traffic generators in the OSI model [29] and their classification
in the 3 different categories of realism. For these reasons, this section will begin with a
quick review of this model.

2.1.1 The OSI model

The OSI (Open System Interconnection) model allows the separation and understanding
of the communication processes between two devices in a network. Each layer supports
the one above and provides services to the one below. The following figure illustrates the
communication between two computers through the model layers. Finally, the higher
up the layers of the model you go, the “closer” the protocols used will be to the users.

Figure 2.1: Communication between two computer through the OSI model
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To facilitate the presentation of the different categories of realism, the model can already
be divided into two main parts [30]. The first part (in dark grey on the figure) consists
of the three highest layers and are responsible for the execution of specific tasks for
each application. Some of them, for example, will use data encryption or will require a
special format to process the data. The second part (in light grey on the figure) consists
of the four lower layers and performs actions completely independent of the applications
running above it. These actions are for example end-to-end data transport, routing,
etc. The higher you go in the layers of the model, the more difficult it is to generate
traffic that corresponds to that layer.

2.1.2 Statistical realism

The traffic generator types in this category are designed for the purpose of infrastruc-
ture load testing. They operate mainly on the first six layers of the OSI model and
will therefore generate traffic consisting of TCP packets (or other protocols lower in
the model). Only the headers are important for the use of this type of realism, which
is why in many cases the payload of the generated packets is randomly determined or
contains only the same bits.

Typical detailed examples of uses are (but are not limited to) :

• DOS training and experimentation : to artificially generate denial of service at-
tacks, it is not necessary to have a level of realism in the traffic generated. The
goal being to saturate a service in order to make it inaccessible to legitimate users,
only the generation rate is important.

• Routers & switches behaviour : these network devices operate at layer 2 for
switches and layer 3 (or 4 for advanced models) for routers. they are not designed
to read the information contained in the higher layers. Testing them with packets
generated above the transport layer would be useless.

• Bandwidth, delay and loss ratio testing : for similar reasons to the previous point,
in addition to the fact that such characteristics do not depend on the realism of
the packets, but only on the statistical measurements made during the generation
and reception of the packets.

In consideration of the definition and the use made of the technologies belonging to this
category of realism, they can be assigned to the class of traffic generators.

Existing technologies

A good first example is Ostinato [31]. This paid traffic generator can simulate synthetic
traffic or can be used as a replay engine. In the first case, it can simulate customisable
traffic from layer 1 to layer 4. It is equipped with a intuitive graphical interface that
makes it easy to use. The uses of Ostinato are numerous but remain in the lower part
of the OSI model. These can be found on the website but some examples are L2/L3
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forwarding, load balancing or even storm control.

Other examples similar to Ostinato are described in several articles. First, the study
[32] presents three other technologies which are PackETH [33], Iperf [34] and D-ITG
[35]. These other examples do not operate higher than the transport layer (the fourth
layer of the OSI model) and are, like Ostinato, used primarily for the purpose of mea-
suring network performance. Other characteristics of each of these technologies are
detailed in the first article cited at the beginning of this paragraph.

A second article, [36], presents a classification of different traffic generators according
to 5 different categories. These have been established according to the metrics used
in their validation perspective. For this class of realism, we can classify several traffic
generators from three different categories of the study.

• Firstly, the replay engines category, we find technologies such as TCPReplay [37]
and TCPivo [38]. These replicate packets previously captured by a packet collec-
tion engine (like tcpdump). We can’t really assign them an OSI layer of reference
because it depends on the content of the replicated files. Nevertheless, these two
specific examples are used to test the performance of the network (the lower lay-
ers of the OSI model). Although they are similar, the article [38] points out that
most of the performance issues not addressed in TCPivo are not addressed in
TCPReplay.

• The second category is the maximum throughput generators. Here we find tech-
nologies such as Ostinato and Iperf described above, but also BRUTE [39], BRUNO
[40] and KUTE [41]. BRUTE and BRUNO are very similar traffic generators be-
cause BRUNO (BRUte on Network prOcessor) is a modified version of BRUTE
(Browny and RobUst Traffic Engine). The latter has limited performance due to
the limitations of the computer architecture. BRUNO was developed to counter
this limitation. Firstly, by using a classic PC architecture running BRUTE to
handle the GUI and other high-level generation parameters. Secondly, by using
a network processors (in this case the INTEL IXP2400 [42]) to generate the traf-
fic in order to avoid problems that could occur on a standard architecture such
as the maximum number of flows that can be generated simultaneously. KUTE
(Kernel-based UDP Traffic Engine) is a kernel-based technology which will have
a focus on two important aspects which are packet throughput and inter-packet
time accuracy (both in terms of sending and reception of packets).

• Finally, the third category containing the model based generators describes the
mathematical models that can be implemented in order to generate traffic at the
flow level. Well-known examples are typically the Poisson based model [43] or the
model based on the concept of the packet train [44]. These models are outside the
scope of this thesis because they are often the subject of complicated mathematics
not related to the objectives of this document.

As can be seen, there are many examples of traffic generators existing in this category
of realism. This can be explained by the fact that the higher the realism, the more
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difficult it is to get corresponding traffic. And the statistical realism category is the
lowest of the three.

Most of the technologies mentioned in this subsection are stateless. They have no
use in retaining the state of the traffic as they are used to produce it as quickly and
accurately as possible without dealing about creating certain patterns or features
that would require to remember the state of the traffic.

State of the technologies in this category

2.1.3 Content realism

The traffic generator technologies in this category are designed for offensive operation
training. They will therefore be used for data exfiltration exercises, privilege escalation
or any other type of exercise where the value of the packet information is not important.
This category will already reach a high level of realism because traffic generators pro-
duce packets at the application layer of the OSI model (the highest layer). The access
to this layer will allow to create realistic traffic at a given time but which does not evolve.

The biggest drawback of this level of realism is that, even if the contents of the pack-
ets are realistic, they do not reflect human behaviour. Hence, we quickly come to the
second limitation on traffic generators stated in section 1.3 of the introduction chapter.
This one puts forward the fact that the generated traffic must not be always the same
otherwise the exercises become repetitive and less efficient.

Typical detailed examples of uses are (but are not limited to) :

• Data exfiltration exercises : traffic generation for this kind of training does not
need to evolve over time and reproduce human behavior. The goal of the exercise
being to get data out of a system, a simulation with a predefined scenario can
be set up in order to generate for example fake emails, files, as well as internet
requests to add realism to the exfiltration and make the task of detecting the
exfiltration more complicated.

• Privilege escalation experiments : for this type of exercises, it is necessary to have
working services in the Cyber Range. For example, users sending HTTP requests
with working links or mails via SMTP with real addresses, ... The goal being for
example to intercept some packets in order to recover useful data to continue the
exercise.

In consideration of the definition and the use made of the technologies belonging to
this category of realism, they can be assigned to the class of high fidelity traffic
generators.
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Existing technologies

A first existing technology is a model explained in [45]. This was developed by Chitra
Javali and Girish Revadigar for the purpose of generating web traffic for use in exercises
in a Cyber Range. This is the only work found to be the closest to the objectives of
this thesis. In this study, the authors assumed that generally a user browsing session
consists of a sequence of webpages visited in a specified interval of time. They also de-
fined two different types of session which are goal-oriented and general browsing. Then,
based on these assumptions, the researchers classified different user web sessions from a
dataset with 1 million entries. The classification was based on a threshold (how many
times the user has visited a page on the same subject in the same session) to define
whether the session had a goal-oriented or general browsing purpose (in order to keep
only the goal-oriented ones for the model construction). Finally, a model is built on
the basis of a Markov chain (stateful traffic generator) representing the probabilities of
arriving on a certain page according to the previous one visited.

This model meets the requirements of content realism because the traffic generated will
be the same as that of a user visiting these different websites. However, to be classified
in the higher category of realism, the model should incorporate events corresponding
to human behaviour. For example, visiting certain pages at certain times or automat-
ically refreshing popular web pages (in this case the dataset used to train the model
is static and does not evolve unlike the websites visited which change often and quickly).

Another example is SWING [46]. It is a traffic generator based on learning certain
characteristics from network traces and then generating traffic at the lowest level. The
data retrieved by SWING can be classified into 4 categories, which are firstly user data.
That is, connection times, activity distribution, etc. Secondly, session information, e.g.
all data related to the access to a certain web page by a user. Next comes the category
containing data about connections within a session, typically the size of packets or the
number of request/response pairs. Finally, the last category groups together informa-
tion related to the network, which is therefore the lowest level. They are, for example,
the link loss rates or the latency. The higher the data (users or sessions), the more
difficult it is to obtain and interpret them to recreate realistic behaviour. Once all this
data has been collected, SWING will generate traffic packet by packet by considering
the best possible behaviour of the previously analysed traces.

Most of the technologies mentioned in this subsection are stateful. In order to
generate high-level traffic, these technologies must necessarily remember the state
of the connections as well as the state of the sessions previously initialised. For
example, generating a TCP session requires retaining the state of the connection
as it is a stateful protocol.

State of the technologies in this category
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2.1.4 Behavioral realism

The very few existing traffic generators in this category are used for the purpose of
intelligent analysis training. This is the hardest level of realism to achieve because it
is about emulating human beings to reproduce their behavior on the Internet. This
category is in fact an extension of the previous one (content realism). In fact, the
technologies will also generate packets at the application layer but will do it more in-
telligently by imitating human behavior in an autonomous way.

Typical detailed examples of uses are (but are not limited to) :

• Insider threat detection : this type of exercise requires the traffic generator to
simulate different human behaviors including malicious ones. The generated traf-
fic must be realistic and intelligently put on the network to make the task difficult
and interesting for the trainee(s).

• Simulation of everyday attacks : with the possibility to emulate human behaviors
on the internet, it is possible to create any situation of the daily life starting
from a few parameters (time of the day, day of the week, environment, ....). The
technology thus allows to create or recreate attack scenarios in order to train or
prepare teams for all types of situations.

In consideration of the definition and the use made of the technologies belonging to
this category of realism, they can be assigned to the class of high fidelity traffic
generators.

Existing technologies

There is very little technology that can generate this level of realism. However, after
much researches, two tools have been found. One is called TRex and is free but dif-
ficult to use and the other called LARIAT has a restricted use but is much easier to use.

TRex [47] is a free tool developed by Cisco for generating traffic at all layers of the OSI
model. It does not have a graphical interface and requires good programming skills to
be used effectively. The traffic is completely customisable and can therefore generate
human traffic if used in this way.

On the other hand, LARIAT [48, 49] (Lincoln Adaptable Real-time Information Assur-
ance Testbed) is a technology developed by the MIT Lincoln Laboratory to generate
realistic background user traffic and real network attacks, verify attack success or fail-
ure, score ID system performance, and provide a graphical user interface for control
and monitoring. In the case of traffic generation, the tool offers a graphical interface
and the choice of a profile that is pre-configured with information gathered from traffic
generated at a US military base. The generation is based on the probability that a user
has to perform a specific action at a given point in time.
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2.2 Main characteristics of the Internet traffic

The beginning of the information extraction phase in the design of the realistic traffic
generation model requires analysing and selecting the most appropriate features in the
pcap files. This data will allow the modelling of the previously analysed traffic at sev-
eral levels. That is, from the physical level to the application level. The use of some
of these data coupled with the GHOSTS framework will allow to emulate one or more
users (see section 2.3.2).

The extraction of the characteristics will be done in two steps. In the first step, all
the data that are relevant to a certain level of realism (as seen in the previous section)
and that can be more precisely associated with a certain layer of the OSI model will be
itemised. In a second step, all the data that fall under the global traffic analysis (that
do not fit into a specific realism category or layer of the OSI model) will be detailed as
well. Finally, a summary table will highlight all the characteristics mentioned as well
as their belonging (or not) to a category of realism and to a layer of the OSI model.

2.2.1 Statistical realism characteristics

The characteristics belonging to this category of realism come from the first 6 layers
of the OSI model. In short, this data will allow the correct modelling of packet data
exchanges without considering their content. Each of the first 6 layers is listed below
along with their specific characteristic(s).

Physical layer

This first layer of the model supports the transmission of bits between the different
network devices. The main characteristic of this layer is the bit rate. It is interesting
to obtain several variations of this data, typically its general average and its evolution
in a given period.

Data link layer

This second layer of the model supports the transmission of frames (each consisting of
multiple bits) between two network devices physically connected together. The main
feature of this layer is the MAC address, which is unique to each network card and
serves to identify a certain machine. Unlike IP addresses, the MAC address never
changes and is therefore a good way to identify a particular user regardless of the IP
address he uses.

Network layer

This third layer of the model supports the routing of packets (each consisting of multi-
ple frames) between network devices. The first two characteristics of this layer are the
source IP address and the destination IP address. The source address makes it
possible to know more about the users, in particular if they are in the same subnet. The
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destination address, on the other hand, makes it possible to have information about
the activities of the user because after resolving this address, we can obtain a domain
that can be linked to a website or something more precise than an IP address.

Other interesting characteristics to note are those related to packet statistics. These
include the packet rate, packet size, inter packet time and the total number of
packets exchanged (counting those sent and received). Like the bit rate, it is useful
to get several variations of this data such as the average value and the evolution over a
certain period of time.

Transport layer

This fourth layer of the model allows an en-to-end connection between two devices.
This is also where error handling is managed. The two important elements to extract
from this layer are the source port and the destination port of each packet. The
source port allows a distinction to be made between the different services that a user
uses. Indeed, each service is assigned a new port that is not already assigned. All
packets with the same source port can therefore be grouped together because they are
linked to the same service. On the other hand, the destination port will allow to know
the nature of the protocols used higher in the application layer (each protocol having
one or more defined ports).

Another important characteristic to extract is the round trip time to reveal delay
in a network. The evolution of this data over a period of time can reveal when the
network or certain servers are saturated.

Session layer

This fifth layer of the model provides a communication channel between two devices
for a defined service. This channel is called a session and is defined by a unique unused
port number on the user side. The main elements of a session are the start time, the
end time and the total duration.

Presentation layer

This sixth layer of the model allows the data to be formatted so that it can be correctly
read by the application layer. It is also where the potential for data encryption is
handled. No relevant characteristics specific to this layer can be extracted.

2.2.2 Content realism characteristics

The characteristics belonging to this category of realism come from the seventh layer of
the OSI model. In short, this data will allow the content of the packet to be correctly
modelled, regardless of how and when they are sent. The seventh layer is listed below
along with its specific characteristic(s).
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Application layer

This protocol is used directly by the software. The protocols located at this level allow
the use of different services by the user. If the data is not encrypted, it is interesting to
extract the content of the exchanged e-mails, the URLs of the visited websites or the
content of the exchanged files. In short, all the data contained in the payloads of the
packets is interesting. Nevertheless, it is obvious that the extraction of this data is a
problem because it is an breach of the user’s privacy. In addition, most of this data is
encrypted and therefore unreadable.

However, there are still some interesting high-level data to be collected such as the
times when the user is active, a list of activities done on the Internet or the time
between each activity.

2.2.3 Global traffic characteristics

Among the characteristics that cannot be linked to one or another layer of the OSI model
are the number of different domains contacted and the number of sessions
initiated by each user [28].

2.2.4 Behavioral realism characteristics

The characteristics belonging to this category of realism does not correspond to a par-
ticular layer of the OSI model. The aim is to analyse the behaviour of a user at an even
higher level. This is a subjective task because a user’s behaviour can be interpreted in
many different ways.

A lot of research has already been done and is still being done on the modelling of
humans on the internet. There are many issues at stake, such as targeted advertising,
effectiveness evaluation [50] or even health psychology [51]. However, it remains a great
challenge to accurately model user behaviour. An excellent article by G.I. Webb, M.J.
Pazzani, M.J. and D. Billsus [52] details 4 main reasons why the problem persists.

• The first reason is the need for large data sets : to get an accurate emulation
of a user, you have to start by learning as much as possible about their online
activities. This means collecting as much data as possible, as presented in the sta-
tistical realism characteristics section, in different time intervals. The more data
collected, the more realistic the simulation will be. It is important to have data
in all possible time intervals in order to know the activities throughout the year,
throughout each day. The only way to get this much data is to monitor individ-
uals 24/7 and this is unfortunately very difficult, if not impossible to achieve on
a large scale. As is well stated in the article lastly cited : “the learning algorithm
does not build a model with acceptable accuracy until it has seen a relatively large
number of examples”.

• The second reason is the need for labeled data : it is very difficult from the
data collected to know the impression of a user when he is on a web page or when
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he is doing any other activity on the internet. This data is however useful to make
predictions (if a user did not like a content or an activity, it is unlikely that he
will do it again) and therefore build an accurate model.

• The third reason is the concept drift : this issue is related to the one stated
in the section 1.3.1, i.e. human behaviour changes over time. Algorithms must
therefore be able to adapt to many situations quickly. This ability for an algorithm
is called the drift concept.

• The fourth reason is the computational complexity which can be very high
when the model becomes complex. However, a human emulation model is by
definition complex because there are many factors to take into account.

As the subject of emulation is very complex and the aim of this thesis is to take a
first step into the field (in order to generate realistic traffic), complex theories (such as
graph theory) or difficult to extract features to build mathematical models to emulate
users will not be discussed. Instead, some features whose extraction has already been
discussed in the previous two sections will be used to make interpretations about the
behaviour of a user at a given time. These interpretations will allow to build a simple,
but accurate model of a user at a given time.

Detection of a user’s internet use

The first things to define are the times of day, week or year when a person will use the
internet. This information can be obtained by observing the evolution of the packet
rate or the bit rate over time. A high packet rate or bit rate at a given time with a
certain device as source or destination means that the person is using the internet for
various activities at that time.

However, a computer generates traffic at all times to perform various background tasks.
If we only look at the packet rate, the distinction between the actual use of the Internet
by a user and the various tasks performed by the device that also require the Internet
will not be made. To counter this problem, an analysis of ports, protocols and IP
addresses can be done to link each packet to a known application and thus identify
the activity. For example, we know that the Microsoft Teams application uses UDP
ports 3478 and 3481 for live content and TCP ports 80 and 443 for other content (list
of the TCP port descriptions on this website). To distinguish Microsoft Teams from
other applications using TCP ports 80 and 443, the destination IP address will be
resolved to find a domain name that is or strongly resembles microsoft.com (the do-
main name can also be found in the TLS “Client Hello” packet, if this protocol is used).

If a match is made between all ports and addresses in order to discover the resulting ac-
tivity, then it will be much easier to classify the activity as being voluntarily performed
by a user or involuntarily performed and therefore considered as background noise.

In the case of the web (ports 80 and 443), which is more than 70% of the total traffic on
internet [53], the goal will be to find the packets corresponding to the “Main Object”
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[53]. That is to say the first file sent when doing a search on the internet. This is the
same file that will contain the potential other servers to be contacted to fully load all
the elements of a web page. The isolation of this main object makes it possible to know
precisely when a user has made a certain search.

Isolation of the periods of use

Isolating the different periods of use will make it possible to know more precisely than
the packet rate or the bit rate when a user has used the Internet. These periods of use
are obtained firstly by keeping track of each start of activity. Then, if the difference
between the start of an activity and the start of another activity is smaller than a
certain threshold, then these two activities are considered to be part of the same period
of use. Otherwise, if the difference between two activity starts is greater than a certain
threshold, then the end of the period is marked by the end of the first activity, and the
start of the next period by the start of the second activity.

Isolation & identification of activities

After determining more precisely the moments of Internet use, the packets correspond-
ing to the same activity will be gathered in a session. Characteristics such as start
time, end time, total duration, domain name, IP address, port(s) used and
statistics on the bits and packets exchanged are collected to learn more about
each activity. Isolation of an activity is done by gathering all packets to or from the
same IP address and with the same port.

Timeline & Markov chain construction

The last step in data extraction is the construction of a timeline and a Markov chain.
These elements will respectively allow to trace the course of all the activities of a user
during the whole period of time analysed and to be able to predict which activity a user
will carry out according to the previous one he has carried out. It is not uncommon to
find Markov chains in traffic generators, notably in LARIAT and SWING which were
described earlier in this thesis.

Grouping of activities

So that the traffic generation is not too similar to the analysed traffic but still represents
the user’s behaviour. The different activities will be assigned to a category that will
represent the overall objective of a user at that moment. This idea is inspired by the
”goal-oriented” sessions from [45]. For example, a group called “Social Networks” could
typically contain :

• www.facebook.com

• www.instragram.com
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• www.tiktok.com

• ...

If we notice that a user goes every Tuesday morning between 7.30 and 8 am on www.

facebook.com or www.instragram.com, it will not be out of context to generate traffic
to www.twitter.com during this period, when emulating this user (because twitter.com
could also belong to the group “social networks”). Coupled with the Markov chain.
These techniques will allow to generate traffic that is statistically realistic compared
to what the user is used to do and in a realistic order also in view of the previous
probability analysis in the Markov chain.

2.2.5 Summary table

The figure below is a summary table of all the characteristics to be extracted. These
are classified according to their realism category and their level in the OSI model. It
should be noted that the behavioral category of realism does not really have its own
characteristics but will rather use the characteristics of the other categories in order to
learn precisely the human activity.

Figure 2.2: Summary table of all main characteristics of the internet traffic
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2.3 The GHOSTS Framework

General HOSTS or GHOSTS framework is a tool to create a high level of realism in cy-
ber exercises by establishing and building behaviorally accurate, autonomous non-player
characters (NPCs) [54]. The framework perfectly addresses the problem posed in sec-
tion 1.3, which is that generated background traffic must be similar to random internet
traffic as a result of every day web activities. Indeed, [55] outlines the fact that the
result of using GHOSTS is a training experience that looks just as real as what cyber
teams might see during normal operations.

The framework allows you to create one or more NPCs (non player characters). These
will emulate human behaviour by following a precise list of instructions contained in a
script called timeline.json (there are other configuration files for more advanced uses
of the framework). The possibilities of activities are relatively numerous and can be
personalised according to several parameters. The table 2.3 below comes from [54] and
shows the different actions that NPCs can perform.

One of the great advantages of this framework is that it takes care of all the first two
types of realism (statistical and content realism). In other words, having told it at a
very high level what actions should be performed and in which way, GHOSTS will take
care of the low-level traffic generation. And this, as if it were a human controlling the
machine.

Figure 2.3: Table from [54] showing the different possible actions of the NPCs and their
execution mode

All these customizable capabilities are previously entered into a json file which will
then be read and the resulting actions will be executed by the NPCs. The website [56]
contains a tutorial as well as a non-exhaustive list of some basic parameters that can
be used in the timeline.json file. Here are some of them.

• Capability :

❖ HandlerType → What type of action will be performed
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❖ Initial→ The first web page that will be opened when the browser is launched
(Web Browsing)

❖ UtcTimeOn / UtcTimeOff → The time interval during which the browser
will be launched

• Execution Method :

❖ Loop → Loop through the events

❖ Specific → Execute a specific event

❖ Random → Execute the events randomly

• User actions :

❖ TimeLineEvents → Groups together all the different events. Each of them
has different parameters

∗ Command : What will be executed

∗ CommandArgs : The potential arguments that must be passed to the
command

∗ DelayAfter / DelayBeofre : The time delay for Before and After the
command

Here are some examples of timeline.json files using the parameters mentioned and
explained above.

1 {
2 "TimeLineHandlers": [

3 {
4 "HandlerType": "BrowserFirefox",

5 "Initial": "about:blank",

6 "UtcTimeOn": "12:00:00",

7 "UtcTimeOff": "12:30:00",

8 "Random": "Loop",

9 "TimeLineEvents": [

10 {
11 "Command": "browse",

12 "CommandArgs": [

13 "https://www.google.com"

14 ],

15 "DelayAfter": 30000,

16 "DelayBefore": 0

17 },
18 {
19 "Command": "browse",

20 "CommandArgs": [

21 "https://www.facebook.com"
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22 ],

23 "DelayAfter": 30000,

24 "DelayBefore": 0

25 }
26 ]

27 }
28 ]

29 }

Following this script, the NPC(s) will, between 12:00:00 (UTC) and 12:30:00 (UTC),
first open a blank page with Firefox and then directly open Google.com. After that,
during the half hour of execution, it will open either Google.com and Facebook.com
every 30 seconds.

1 {
2 "TimeLineHandlers": [

3 {
4 "HandlerType": "BrowserFirefox",

5 "Initial": "about:blank",

6 "UtcTimeOn": "12:00:00",

7 "UtcTimeOff": "12:30:00",

8 "Loop": "True",

9 "TimeLineEvents": [

10 {
11 "Command": "browse",

12 "CommandArgs": [

13 "https://www.google.com"

14 ],

15 "DelayAfter": 30000,

16 "DelayBefore": 0

17 }
18 ]

19 },
20 {
21 "HandlerType": "BrowserFirefox",

22 "Initial": "",

23 "UtcTimeOn": "20:00:00",

24 "UtcTimeOff": "22:30:00",

25 "Loop": "True",

26 "TimeLineEvents": [

27 {
28 "Command": "browse",

29 "CommandArgs": [

30 "www.facebook.com"

31 ],
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32 "DelayAfter": 1800000,

33 "DelayBefore": 0

34 }
35 ]

36 ]

37 ]

38 }

In this slightly more complex example, the NPC(s) will perform the same actions as
the example above between 12:00:00 (UTC) and 12:30:00 (UTC). In addition, it will,
between 20:00:00 (UTC) and 22:30:00 (UTC), he will carry out another period of in-
ternet use by going to the Facebook site every 30 minutes.

These two relatively basic examples demonstrate the huge range of possible scenarios
that can be recreated with the GHOSTS framework. In this case, the timeline files are
always static and must be configured in advance. More advanced uses of the framework
allow the use of a server that will dynamically change the timeline files of the NPCs
to further increase realism and avoid having to “hardcode” all behaviours in advance.
The server will also take into account the notion of knowledge horizon so that the
behaviours of the NPCs remain logical.

This concept will ensure that in a large-scale exercise, each NPC knows what they
are supposed to know and no more. This concept will ensure that in a large-scale
exercise, each NPC knows what they are supposed to know and no more. The
central server that will manage this notion will therefore retain what each NPC
knows as the exercise progresses to not have behavioral contradictions. A typical
example would be that an NPC deletes a file before even creating it.

The knowledge horizon

This notion of knowledge horizon is important when a lot of NPCs are working together.
Especially when exercises require several teams of NPCs (blue, red, ...).

The use of GHOSTS in this thesis will be limited to the internet search functionality,
since the “browse” method corresponds perfectly to what a user does when visiting
websites.
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CHAPTER

3

METHODS

T
he first step in the methodology is to obtain as much relatively recent data as pos-
sible about the activities of one or more users on the Internet. However, this kind

of information is very often not shared by those who hold it. For both privacy and
exclusivity reasons. In order to have quality content to present in this thesis, a network
trace dated 21 April 2023 between 8h00 and 23h00 will be used as an illustration. This
information was retrieved using the tcpdump command and is derived from the use of
the internet to carry out various activities during the preparation of this thesis. The
model that will be built on the basis of these data will therefore be able to generate
traffic similar to the one generated by a student working on his thesis on 21 April 2023
between 8am and 11pm.

This chapter on methods includes a first large part that will describe precisely the
python script responsible for the information extraction phase. This one aims at
extracting the different characteristics highlighted at the end of the previous chapter.
The second part will focus on the design of a script responsible for the information
spreading phase. This will take care of the transposition of characteristics on hu-
man behaviour extracted and processed thanks to the first script in one or several
timeline.json files. These can subsequently be injected into the GHOSTS framework
to generate realistic traffic similar to that analysed earlier.

For practical reasons, the traffic was captured in 16 different files, each file contains
approx. 1 hour of traffic. All the code is available on the Github repository and the 16
pcaps files are also available in the Cylab cloud.
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3.1 Information extraction phase

This first section on the information extraction phase will itself be divided into four
sub-sections. Each of them will reveal a little more about the user’s internet usage
and preferences. These four parts will be respectively the detection of Internet use, the
isolation of the periods of use, the identification of activities and finally the timeline &
Markov chain construction.

Finally, a last sub-section will follow to explain the extraction of more general charac-
teristics related to the whole network trace and not specific to the user as it is the case
in the first four sub-sections.

3.1.1 Detection of Internet use

As detailed in this section 2.2.4 in the previous chapter, there are different charac-
teristics to be extracted and interpreted in order to find out when the user is using
the internet and to be able to classify correctly when the user is actually doing activ-
ities, and when the computer is using the internet to perform other tasks autonomously.

At a very high level, a first useful visualisation is the user’s packet rate. This parameter
makes it possible to distinguish the moments of strong solicitation of the network and
thus inevitably the use of the internet. The figure below represents this packet rate
from 8h00 to 23h00.

Figure 3.1: Packet rate in packets/minutes on the 21 April 2023

After a quick analysis, we can isolate three different areas with a very high packet rate.
These most likely correspond to the time when the internet was used. The figure below
shows the evolution of the packet rate, highlighting these areas with a high packet rate.
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Packet rate in packets/minutes on the 21 April 2023

Since the trace takes the traffic of a student writing his thesis, we can make the link be-
tween the zones with a high packet rate (in green) and the study periods. The first two
red areas probably correspond respectively to the morning study period from ±8h30 to
±12h00 and the afternoon study period from ±13h00 to ±16h45. The last small zone
is probably related to the use of the internet for entertainment between ±21h30 and
±22h00.

some areas have been framed in red on the graph. These are times when there is a very
large packet rate in a very short time. There is little chance that this is due to human
activity as it does not resemble at all the previous green areas which correspond to user
activity. We can consider that these red areas are background noise which can be an
update or data that is sent to Apple’s server (the capture was made on a MacBook Pro).

However, this background noise is represented by packet rate spikes which must also
be found elsewhere in the graph and therefore pollute the areas where the user is
using the internet. In order to precisely identify the periods of voluntary internet
use, another feature will be extracted and interpreted. This is the main object rate.

Before continuing further it is important to clarify that this thesis is limited to user
activity at the level of internet searches and therefore at the level of the HTTPS
protocol on port 443. All other activities will not be covered in this thesis.

Thesis limitation

The main object [53] is the first HTML document that arrives at the user after the
user has made a web request. It is always preceded by a TLS exchange (in the case of
HTTPS) in order to make all the content of the communication secret. The main object
should not be confused with the in-line objects which are all the objects containing the
elements of a web page and which are contacted because they are mentioned in the
main object document.
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An important enhancement to the model would be the addition of functionality to
identify known applications based on the ports used by the packets. In order to
not limit to web traffic as in this case.

Possible improvement

In order to easily identify the main object, the focus will be on the TLS session that
precedes it. Indeed, the first packet of the TLS exchange (the “Client Hello”) contains
information on the contacted IP address, including the domain name. This makes it
much easier to access the domain name and avoids the need to resolve the IP address
(a process that often leads to an exception). The graph below shows the number of
websites contacted and therefore the number of hand objects obtained throughout the
day by the user.

Figure 3.2: Main Object rate (MO/minutes)on the 21 of April

With this other figure, the zones defined in the packet rate analysis step can be con-
firmed and a precise start and end timing can be assigned to each zone. This timing
is very valuable information for the simulation of the behaviour as it will allow to
know the precise time intervals where the traffic should be generated.

3.1.2 Isolation of the periods of use

Now that the internet usage zones are confirmed, A more precise zoom in can be done
to identify more rigorously small zones of use within these large periods. A good way
to define the zones is by setting a threshold. This is the number of minutes that have
passed without a new web site being searched by a user. After the last domain searched,
if the threshold is exceeded, it is considered that the user is no longer using the internet
or has left the device and the zone is therefore over.

The value of the threshold must be defined intelligently. Indeed, if it is too small,
the zones may also be quite short and therefore very targeted on each domain search.
This situation can be compared to overfitting in machine learning. That is to say that
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the zones will resemble the analysed network trace too well and the simu- lation may
therefore lack realism by resembling it too closely. Conversely, if the threshold value
is too large, then the areas will also be very large. This risks encompassing too many
moments of the day, including those where the user is not using the internet or is absent
(moments that are not relevant for the future simulation). This phenomenon is similar
to underfitting in machine learning, which roughly means that the model is too general
and does not resemble the data provided. The figures below highlights these zones for
different thresholds.

Figure 3.3: Zone detection with a threshold of 60 minutes

This first example shows a typical example of underfitting. The threshold is much too
high and the areas are too large and do not accurately represent the times when the
user is using the internet. Alternatively, the threshold value in this second example
seems to fit the user’s activity perfectly. No more relatively large spaces are visible in
each zone and each zone contains a more or less significant number of connections to
web pages.

Figure 3.4: Zone detection with a threshold of 10 minutes

Once the zoning is more rigorously done, the intensity of Internet use in each zone can
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be measured. Indeed, by counting the number of domains contacted in each zone, we
can obtain the proportion of websites contacted in each zone compared to the total
number of websites contacted, which is 129. Here is a pie chart visually representing
the proportion of the area contacted for each zone. It shows the start and end times
with the number of domains contacted and the proportion per zone.

Figure 3.5: Proportion of domains contacted for each zone

This sub-section has allowed to get some important information about the user
behaviour behind the network trace data. Indeed, the first visualisation allowed
to roughly distinguish the areas of internet use. Then, with the help of other
characteristics, the isolation in more precise zones could be done and we end up
with a final result quite conclusive which dictates us the key moments in which it
is necessary to generate traffic to simulate the human behaviour of this particular
user on April 21st 2023.

Summary of the information collected in these two first sub-
sections

3.1.3 Identification of activities

The next step in the analysis of human behaviour is to know even more about the user’s
activity. To do this, a zoom is carried out in each of the previously defined zones to
find out how much time the user has spent on each website represented by the domain
name he or she has used. This step is crucial because it will allow us to know more
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about the preferences that the user had at that moment and therefore to be able to
put forward similar preferences when generating traffic. The first part of this section
will deal with the isolation of each activity and the second part will merge different
activities together if necessary.

Distinction of activities

This is one of the most difficult characteristics to extract. You have to isolate each of
the web sessions of each of the users. However, as explained very well in the article
[53], an internet request does not only consist of a “Main Object”, but also of other
“in-line Objects” which are located at different IP addresses from the location of the
Main Object. In the case of the HTTP protocol, it is possible to easily find out which
other domains have been contacted from a Main Object because the traffic is not en-
crypted and one can therefore read the payload data of the Main Object and discover
the addresses. Conversely, this is very complicated to obtain in the case of HTTPS
traffic because the communications are encrypted and it is therefore necessary to first
decrypt and then read the contents of the payload. This operation is technical and
takes time to set up. This is why, for the purpose of this thesis, another method will
be adopted.

As in the previous sub-section, each user activity on the Internet will have a defined
start from the first TLS “Client Hello” packet to the domain name of the activity. Then
the IP address corresponding to that domain and the port associated to that session
will be recorded and all packets going to and from that domain with the specific port
will be retrieved for counting. The time of the last packet going to or coming from this
same IP address will be considered as the end of the user’s session on this website and
therefore the total time spent on this activity will be calculated. Here is an overview
of all the data that are collected for each activities.

1# activity_dictionary = {

2# "81.243.1.152": { The IP address

3# "62717": [ The port defining the session

4# "www.pathe.be", The domain name

5# 1682058672 , Time of start (seconds since epoch)

6# 1682058675 , Time of end (seconds since epoch)

7# 3, Total time (seconds)

8# 12, Number of packet sent

9# 15, Number of packet received

10# 1551, Number of bytes sent

11# 6361, Number of bytes received

12# 7912, Number of bytes exchanged

13# ]

14# "62718": [

15# "www.pathe.be",

16# ]

17 ...

18# },

19# "2a00 :1450:400e:80c::2003": {

20# "62721": [

21# ...
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22# ]

23# },

24# ...: {

25# ...: [

26# ...

27# ]

28# }

29# }

Merging activities

This technique works but has a flaw. Indeed, it can happen that browsers initiate sev-
eral TLS sessions for a single HTTPS request. With the procedure explained above,
several different activities could be created while the user may only have actually per-
formed one. This problem can be solved by using an element that is already used in
zone splitting, the threshold. If an IP address is contacted, an activity starts and is as-
signed to a port. Then, if after a short period of time, the same IP address is contacted
but on a different port, then the packet should be considered as part of the same first
activity and it is not correct to consider it as a new activity. This problem is the reason
why many of the sessions can have a very short period of time (like in the example
above) which certainly does not correspond to the actual time spent by a user on that
activity. In order to solve the problem, all sessions whose difference between their start
time is smaller than a certain threshold are merged together.

If two activities are to merge, then the start time of the first activity and the end time
of the second will be kept, so the total duration will be recalculated to match again.
All other characteristics are added together.

An important enhancement to the model would be the addition of a functionality
to link all In-line Objects to their corresponding Main Object and thus have a
much more accurate idea of the duration of the different activities and the amount
of data exchanged.

Possible improvement

This sub-section provided a lot of detail on the different activities that the user
carried out during the period of time analyzed. It is now possible to know approx-
imately how long the user(s) stayed on each of the visited web pages. In addition,
other interesting information has been extracted from the sessions such as typi-
cally the start time, the end time, the number of packets received and sent and
the number of bytes received and sent as well.

Summary of the information collected in this sub-section
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3.1.4 Timeline & Markov chain construction

The last step to complete in order to get a fairly accurate set of information about a
user’s behaviour is to track all these activities throughout the day. From the complete
list of activities explained in the previous sub-section, each starting time of each activ-
ity will be isolated in order to build a timeline over the whole period analysed.

With the help of this timeline, a Markov chain will be constructed in order to predict
in a statistically correct way the next activity that the user will perform according
to the one he/she performed last. In order to build a Markov chain, we need to set
up a graph where each node represents an activity. Then, each time the user changes
activity, a link must be created between the activity he has just finished and the next
activity he has started. In this way, the traffic corresponding to the activities that
will be generated will be probabilistically correct and consistent with the user’s habits.
Here is an overview of the Markov chain that has been constructed with the analysed
network trace.

1# "Markov chain ": {

2# "www.pathe.be": {

3# "www.pathe.be": 33.33333333333333 ,

4# "www.imperva.com": 33.33333333333333 ,

5# "www.like2sport.com": 33.33333333333333

6# },

7# "www.google.be": {

8# "www.overleaf.com": 100.0

9# },

10# "www.overleaf.com": {

11# "www.overleaf.com": 33.33333333333333 ,

12# "www.deepl.com": 12.5

13# ...

14# },

15# ...: {

16# ...

17# }

18# }

Information about user behaviour from this Markov chain can typically be that www.
pathe.be, www.google.be and www.lagomframework.com are all equally likely to be
accessed after the user has visited www.pathe.be.
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Here is a more global view of the complete Markov chain.

Figure 3.6: Markov chain of the web researches performed by a user on the 21 of April

3.1.5 Global statistics

In addition to creating a personalised file for each user with all his/her characteristics,
the script allows to save more general data on the network trace. These are listed below
and are saved in the global-statistics.json file.

• The global number of bits (ingoing, outgoing, total exchanged).

• The global number of packets (ingoing, outgoing, total exchanged).

• The global bit rate (ingoing, outgoing, total)

• The global packet rate (ingoing, outgoing, total)

• The global inter-packet-time rate (ingoing, outgoing, total)

• The global protocol rate (ingoing, outgoing, total)

These different data allow the exchange of packets to be viewed at a lower level. This
makes it possible for example, to identify burst periods thanks to the inter-packet time
ratio, the periods of use of the various protocols or the periods when a lot of data has
been exchanged. Here is an overview of how this data is saved in the file.
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1# {

2# "Bits statistics ": {

3# "Ingoing ": 1877114832 ,

4# "Outgoing ": 363642880 ,

5# "Total ": 2240757712

6# },

7# "Packets statistics ": {

8# "Ingoing ": 266177 ,

9# "Outgoing ": 226297 ,

10# "Total ": 492474

11# },

12# "Rate statistics ": {

13# "1682056800": {

14# "Bits_rate ": {

15# "Ingoing ": 0,

16# "Outgoing ": 0,

17# "Total ": 0

18# },

19# "Packets_rate ": {

20# "Ingoing ": 0,

21# "Outgoing ": 0,

22# "Total ": 0

23# },

24# "Inter_time_rate ": {

25# "Ingoing ": 0.0,

26# "Outgoing ": 0.0,

27# "Total ": 0.0

28# },

29# "Protocols_rate ": {

30# "Ingoing ": {},

31# "Outgoing ": {},

32# "Total ": {}

33# }

34# },

35# ...

36# "1682056810": {

37# "Bits_rate ": {

38# "Ingoing ": 88584 ,

39# "Outgoing ": 23920 ,

40# "Total ": 112504

41# },

42# "Packets_rate ": {

43# "Ingoing ": 26,

44# "Outgoing ": 25,

45# "Total ": 51

46# },

47# "Inter_time_rate ": {

48# "Ingoing ": 0.005162744217429349 ,

49# "Outgoing ": 0.001239248539405935 ,

50# "Total ": 0.0

51# },

52# "Protocols_rate ": {

53# "Ingoing ": {

54# "TCP": 13,
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55# "TLS": 13

56# },

57# "Outgoing ": {

58# "TCP": 14,

59# "TLS": 11

60# },

61# "Total ": {

62# "TCP": 27,

63# "TLS": 24

64# }

65# }

66# },

67# ...

68# }

69# }

The data for the ratios are classified by second. In the overview above we see that no
packets were sent or received during the second 1682056800 (since the epoch), which is
precisely 08:00:00 on the day the network trace was taken. On the other hand, at second
1682056810 from the epoch, which corresponds to 08:00:10 on that day, packets were
exchanged and the various characteristics were updated to give an average of the ratio
information of the packets that were exchanged during that second plus information on
the protocols.

3.2 Information spreading phase

This second section on the information spreading phase will itself be divided into three
sub-sections. Each of them will propagate more and more precise information about
the user’s behaviour. These three parts will be respectively the grouping of activities,
the periods of use spreading and finally the activities spreading.

3.2.1 Grouping of activities

As explained in the literature review, one way to keep traffic similar while having dif-
ferent activities is to group them by theme. These themes will represent the overall
goal of the user when performing an activity. By using this grouping with the Markov
chain discussed earlier, it is possible to reconstruct the whole period under analysis in
a chronologically correct way while keeping a good balance between similarity and cre-
ativity. Too much similar traffic would make the model look like a replay engine while
too much creative traffic would be irrelevant to the previously analysed user behaviour.

For simplicity, the groups have been created in advance in a groups.json file. Ideally,
these different groups should be filled with websites that the user usually visits. This
way, no activity happens by chance. Unfortunately the amount of starting data is too
small to fill all groups efficiently. The groups were therefore arbitrarily filled with a few
popular websites for each category.
Here is an overview of the contents.
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1# {

2# "Recherches ": ["www.google.be", "www.mozilla.org", "www.opera.

com", ...],

3# "Cinemas ": ["www.pathe.be", "www.kinepolis.be", "www.cinebel.

dhnet.be", ...],

4# "Ecriture ": ["www.overleaf.com"],

5# "Train ": ["www.interrail.eu", "www.belgiantrain.be", "www.thalys

.com/be", ...],

6# ...

7# }

3.2.2 Periods of use spreading

The GHOSTS framework allows to set up one or more handlers. These define the peri-
ods in which traffic will be generated according to the specified activities. In this case,
each activity zone will be linked to a handler. The beginning of a zone will mark the
beginning of a handler and the same goes for the end of each zone.

Each handler is composed of a header and a body. Firstly, the header defines the basis
of the activities that will be performed during the handler period. In the context of this
traffic generation, only the start and end time will be subject to change to suit each area
of activity. All other parameters will remain unchanged. Secondly, the body contains
the set of activities to be performed as well as some actions that can be performed
(typically clicking on a link). For the purpose of this traffic generation, only the simple
browse option will be used. Here is the beginning of the timeline.json file automatically
generated from the information collected.

1# {

2# "TimeLineHandlers ": [

3# {

4# "HandlerType ": "BrowserFirefox",

5# "Initial ": "about:blank",

6# "UtcTimeOn ": "08:31:00" ,

7# "UtcTimeOff ": "08:57:00" ,

8# "Loop": "True",

9# "TimeLineEvents ": [

10# ...

11# ]

12# },

13# {

14# "HandlerType ": "BrowserFirefox",

15# "Initial ": "about:blank",

16# "UtcTimeOn ": "09:04:00" ,

17# "UtcTimeOff ": "10:13:00" ,

18# "Loop": "True",

19# "TimeLineEvents ": [

20# ...

21# ]

22# },

23# ...

24# ]

25# }
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The parameters that will remain unchanged are.

• HandlerType : this parameter defines which search engine is used to perform the
internet search(s). For efficiency reasons, Firefox has been chosen.

• Initial : this parameter is set to about:blank to ensure that the very first page
generated when the Firefox application is opened is a blank neutral page.

• Loop : since the generation of activities is a Markov chain, there is no room for
random generation of activities. All websites that will be visited to generate traffic
are planned in advance and will be hardcoded in the TimeLineEvents parameter.

3.2.3 Activities spreading

The different activities were distributed in each handler following the user’s timeline.
There are as many activities in each handler as in each zone. The time between each
activity is set to the time taken by the equivalent activity in the analysed network
trace. The use of the group method and the Markov chain allows a great diversity and
therefore rarely obtain two identical timeline files. Furthermore, all activities occur
at logical times because they are all statistically linked through the Markov chain.

An important enhancement to the spreading of activities would be to adjust the
timing of each activity more precisely and to make the activity ’live’ by using the
GHOSTS features for clicking on links or entering text.

Possible improvement
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CHAPTER

4

RESULTS

This chapter is the culmination of this dissertation, which will compares the results
obtained when the methods were practiced. Two sections will make up this chapter.
Firstly, the results related to the first part of the methods, i.e. the information extrac-
tion phase. Secondly, the results related to the second phase which is the information
spreading phase.

It can be noted that both objectives of the thesis were successfully met. Firstly, with
a script to extract global and more user-specific data from pcaps files. And secondly,
with a second script that used the previously retrieved data to create several simple
timeline.json files that could be used with the GHOSTS framework to generate
realistic web traffic.

4.1 Information extraction results

As a reminder, this phase allowed the extraction of several characteristics highlighted in
the human behaviour analysis part of the literature review chapter. Some features were
therefore extracted and stored in a raw format and others were extracted before be-
ing interpreted by the script to help better understand the human actions behind them.

There are two different files that the script produces. Firstly, the global-statistics.j
son file which is generated once and contains features on the whole network trace
analysed without taking into account the actions of the users. Secondly, the <MAC

address>-statistics.json file(s) which is a digest of a lot of data relating to a par-
ticular user who has that MAC address.
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The results of this phase are conclusive because, firstly, all the important data listed
in the table 2.2 are present in the output files of the script (in raw form or already
interpreted if necessary). The points below summarise each of them.

• In the global-statistics.json file :

– Bits statistics (ingoing, outgoing, total, rate)

– Packets statistics (ingoing, outgoing, total, rate)

– Inter-packet time statistics (ingoing, outgoing, total, rate)

– Protocols statistics (ingoing, outgoing, total)

– Domain names statistics (domain contacted, number contacted, undupli-
cated contacted, rate)

• In the <MAC address>-statistics.json file(s) :

– Bits statistics (ingoing, outgoing, total, rate)

– Packets statistics (ingoing, outgoing, total, rate)

– Domain names statistics (domain contacted, number contacted, undupli-
cated contacted, rate)

– Zones statistics (domain name)

– Activities statistics (IP address, domain name, ports, bits, packets)

– Markov chain (activities)

– Timeline (activities)

And secondly because the extracted data correspond to what was done during the day
the traffic was generated.

4.2 Information spreading results

This second phase allowed, from the different json files generated during the first phase,
to automatically generate different simple timeline.json files. The files created by
this second program are intended to be used with the GHOSTS framework, but the
data generated during the first phase are quite general and not very oriented towards
the framework, so they can be used in a completely different context. However, in this
thesis, it is for the generation with the framework that the last script has been made.

The generated files are quite simple because they only contain the “browse” command.
However, the framework offers a multitude of commands in order to generate highly
customisable traffic. However, these first simple files are already able to generate inter-
esting things.

• Firstly, the generation zones are precisely defined, which allows to have traffic only
at the time of the day when it is necessary. As this part of the timeline.json
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file below shows, the handlers have a period of activity similar to the periods of
the different zones defined in the information extraction phase. As a reminder,
zone 1 is between 8:31 and 8:57 and zone 2 between 9:04 and 10:13.

1# {

2# "TimeLineHandlers ": [

3# {

4# "HandlerType ": "BrowserFirefox",

5# "Initial ": "about:blank",

6# "UtcTimeOn ": "08:31:00" ,

7# "UtcTimeOff ": "08:57:00" ,

8# "Loop": "True",

9# "TimeLineEvents ": [

10# ...

11# ]

12# },

13# {

14# "HandlerType ": "BrowserFirefox",

15# "Initial ": "about:blank",

16# "UtcTimeOn ": "09:04:00" ,

17# "UtcTimeOff ": "10:13:00" ,

18# "Loop": "True",

19# "TimeLineEvents ": [

20# ...

21# ]

22# },

23# ...

24# ]

25# }

• Secondly, the internet searches arrive in a statistically correct order according to
a Markov chain established from the network trace data that serves as a model.
In addition, each file generated is different thanks to the grouping of activities,
which makes it possible to multiply the possibilities of activity for a user while
maintaining a logical order of execution. Here is a part of two timeline.json

files generated one after the other. You can see that they are not exactly the same
in terms of the websites that will be visited.

1# {

2# "TimeLineHandlers ": [

3# {

4# "HandlerType ": "BrowserFirefox",

5# "Initial ": "about:blank",

6# "UtcTimeOn ": "08:31:00" ,

7# "UtcTimeOff ": "08:57:00" ,

8# "Loop": "True",

9# "TimeLineEvents ": [

10# {

11# "Command ": "browse",

12# "CommandArgs ": [

13# [

14# "www.pathe.be"

15# ]

16# ],
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17# ...

18# },

19# {

20# "Command ": "browse",

21# "CommandArgs ": [

22# [

23# "www.like2sport.com"

24# ]

25# ],

26# ...

27# },

28# {

29# "Command ": "browse",

30# "CommandArgs ": [

31# [

32# "www.gstatic.com"

33# ]

34# ],

35# ...

36# },

37# {

38# ...

39# }

40# ]

41# },

42# ...

43# ]

44# }

1# {

2# "TimeLineHandlers ": [

3# {

4# "HandlerType ": "BrowserFirefox",

5# "Initial ": "about:blank",

6# "UtcTimeOn ": "08:31:00" ,

7# "UtcTimeOff ": "08:57:00" ,

8# "Loop": "True",

9# "TimeLineEvents ": [

10# {

11# "Command ": "browse",

12# "CommandArgs ": [

13# [

14# "www.cinebel.dhnet.be"

15# ]

16# ],

17# ...

18# },

19# {

20# "Command ": "browse",

21# "CommandArgs ": [

22# [

23# "www.lesechos.fr"

24# ]

25# ],

26# ...
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27# },

28# {

29# "Command ": "browse",

30# "CommandArgs ": [

31# [

32# "www.google.be"

33# ]

34# ],

35# ...

36# },

37# {

38# ...

39# }

40# ]

41# },

42# ...

43# ]

44# }

• Thirdly, the time spent between each website is realistic as it is directly derived
from the time spent performing similar activities in the network trace used as a
model. Here is a part of a timeline.json file showing the time elapsed between
the first two activities. As a reminder, the time spent on the first activity is 121
seconds and the time spent on the second activity is 241 seconds.

1# {

2# "TimeLineHandlers ": [

3# {

4# "HandlerType ": "BrowserFirefox",

5# "Initial ": "about:blank",

6# "UtcTimeOn ": "08:31:00" ,

7# "UtcTimeOff ": "08:57:00" ,

8# "Loop": "True",

9# "TimeLineEvents ": [

10# {

11# "Command ": "browse",

12# "CommandArgs ": [

13# [

14# "www.cinebel.dhnet.be"

15# ]

16# ],

17# "DelayAfter ": "121" ,

18 "DelayBefore": 0

19# },

20# {

21# "Command ": "browse",

22# "CommandArgs ": [

23# [

24# "www.lesechos.fr"

25# ]

26# ],

27# "DelayAfter ": "241" ,

28 "DelayBefore": 0

29# },
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30# {

31# ...

32# }

33# ]

34# },

35# ...

36# ]

37# }

The operation of timeline.json files has not been formally tested within the frame-
work. However, the format of these files follows the format given in several tutorials.
They should therefore all work with the framework without any problems.
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CHAPTER

5

CONCLUSION

This thesis is the result of more than three months of research and development into
realistic traffic generation technologies and models. Despite the two main obstacles
that are the problems related to the generation of the Internet and those related to
the simulation of human behaviour. A simple but functional model that meets the
requirements of realism has been developed as a result of this paper.

This journey began by highlighting the need for this type of technology to train secu-
rity professionals more effectively. This was followed by the presentation of the Cyber
range which is the perfect place to train these technologies in order to avoid the risk
of propagation of certain attacks during the simulations, and the GHOSTS framework
which will be used to generate the realistic traffic. Finally, the first chapter ended with
the presentation of the first big problem but which will finally be circumvented, the
simulation of the internet.

Then came the purely theoretical aspect which consisted in carrying out the necessary
research in order to study what is already being done in terms of traffic generation (re-
alistic and non-realistic). Given the wealth of literature on this subject, the choice was
made to sort the different existing technologies according to the realism of the traffic
they generate. These theoretical researches have allowed to find the different relevant
criteria that are useful to extract from different network traces in order to regenerate
realistic traffic. The end of the second chapter of this thesis is dedicated to the study
of these characteristics.

The next logical step after the study of the features to be extracted is the extraction
itself. This is why the penultimate chapter is to be followed in parallel with the python
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code provided in the Github linked at the beginning of the chapter. This one includes
all the practical part of the model, from the extraction of data from network traces to
the generation of timeline files. These are the skeleton of the traffic generation with
the GHOSTS framework.

Finally, the last part of this course deals with the results obtained from the implementa-
tion of the model. These results demonstrate that the model works well. Nevertheless,
improvements are always possible and given the vast arsenal of tools that the GHOSTS
framework offers, it is still possible to generate ever more realistic traffic.
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